Holigent

Peace & Sustainability
Initiative
Your choice:

Universal Quality of Life
World Peace and
Systemic Sustainability
or

Fascism, War, Collapse and Extinctions
On your feet Young People,
Family, Friends, Neighbors,
Billionaires and Politicians
Your future, your choice
This is your Action Guide.
www.holigent.org

Why is Our Bridge to the Future Falling down?

Why is Capitalism Failing?
Why is Democracy Failing?
Why a 21st Century Nuclear World War
is a Near Certainty?

How you can Build a Better Bridge
to a Peaceful and Sustainable Future!

Why is Capitalism Failing?
1) Capitalism is all about production and consumption.
Techno-Industrial Capitalist-Consumerism is spewing
out climate changing mountains, rivers and oceans of
non-biodegradable and toxic waste; depleting Earth’s life
support capacity. You have no future in that world!
2) Capitalism’s “DNA” is about concentrating wealth for
the “1%” at the expense of the “99%”. From time to time
this brings out the guillotines and the Bolsheviks. This is
the crack of wealth inequality that leads to revolution,
war and collapse of societies. You have no future in that.

Why is Democracy Failing?
1) The success of evolution from simple to complex is in great
part due to the parallel evolution of self-organizing capacity of
living systems to keep up with rising complexity. Democracy is
an ancient Greek invention that has not had a meaningful
update in recent times. Democracy’s societal organizing
capacity is failing to keep up with the rising complexities of life,
politics and challenges of the 21st century. The result is
defections away from democracy around the world. January 6,
2021 storming of the U.S. Capitol was a big crack in our
democracy. You have no future in what will follow.
2) Democracy is failing the test of organic collaboration. Living
society must be understood as a super organism. Its parts
must collaborate like the organs of your body. The heart beats
for the heart and for all the other organs, the lung breathes for
the lung and for all the other organs and so on. In a sentence:
One for all and all for one without conflict. If your organs had
“democratic” opposition within your body, you would get sick
and die. The Holigent Initiative proposes a better way — it is
your choice.

Why a 21st Century Nuclear
World War is a Near Certainty?
To understand that issue we need to go back millions of years
into the evolutionary jungle where every critter was food for
some other critter. Life or death decisions had to be made in
split seconds. Fast reflexive action had greater survival value
than slower thought process. This evolutionary legacy is
preserved in the primitive parts of the human brain. 21st
century humans will respond to high global socioeconomic
stress through primitive “reptilian” action with diminished critical
thought process.
Nuclear warfare began in World War II when the United States
was the only nuclear power with two ready atom bombs; both
dropped and detonated. Today the world has nine known
nuclear powers with an estimated total of 45,000 nuclear
weapons.
The rising social, political, economic and environmental stress
on our conflicted and nuclear-armed planet elevates the
probability of nuclear war. When you factor in that the
perceived winning option in a nuclear conflict is first strike; the
probability of nuclear war rises to near certainty.
In a nuclear world war the lucky ones will die instantly. The
survivors will die a torturous slow death in a nuclear poisoned
world.

How to Build a Better Bridge
to your

Peaceful and Sustainable Future
Plan A
Where ever you live, form a group of 5 or more individuals.
Reproduce these boards and perform this show and tell act.
Plan B
1) Come live, learn and work in a Holigent House.
2) Prepare for the Road Trip across Europe to deliver hard
copies of the Holigent Peace and Sustainability Initiative to the
European Union in Brussels.
3) Be part of the team building a Holigent Village to
demonstrate community retrofit/reconstruction compliant with
nature’s building and sustainability code.
4) Be part of the pioneering teem building the Holigent Global
Village — a permanent world exhibition — demonstrating
societal reconstruction building a future of social, economic
and environmental justice, quality and systemic sustainability.
Order the Holigent Peace and Sustainability Initiative from
amazon.com (will be available in August 2021)
NOTES:

BBB performers lift each board out of a stack turn it toward the
audience and read aloud the page.

Build a Better Bridge
to your peaceful and sustainable future
aka

Holigent BBB Movement
Our agenda is to receive donations from everyone who
feels building a peaceful and sustainable future close to
their heart: Family, Friends, Neighbors, Billionaires,
Governments, the European Union, the United Nations.
When the money arrives, we purchase real property
where the “Better Bridge Builders” can live, practice and
promote the peaceful and sustainable life style that is
compliant with Mother Nature’s Building and
Sustainability Code, compressed into a sentence:

Build by cellular construction
and organic collaboration,
one for all and all for one
doing the essential most
using the least of resources
with smiles and laughter
without conflict and without waste.
Learn more at www.holigent.org

